Sydney Gliding Air Experience Flights

Hello from Sydney Gliding Club,
Thank you for purchasing one of our Air Experience Flights. We look forward to sharing with you the
unique thrill of silent flight that only gliding can provide in our self launching glider.
Bookings:
To make a booking please call the Club on 0412 145 144. To avoid disappointment ensure that you
book well in advance. We operate on weekends weather permitting.
On The Day:
It is essential that you call 0412 145 144 on the day of your booking at 9am to confirm that the
weather is suitable and that we are operating.
The duty instructor will then arrange a mutually convenient time taking into account the weather or if
conditions are unsuitable rebook you for another day. Please allow some flexibility with your time, as
exact time scheduling is difficult and minor delays can occur.
Weather:
Gliding is dependent on the weather and operations may be cancelled or curtailed if the conditions
are unsuitable.
Venue & How to get there:
We operate from Camden Airport – approximately fifty kilometres south west of the city centre. The
airport is on Macquarie Grove road Camden approximately 3 km from the town centre and the route
to the airport is sign posted from most directions. Upon entering the airport follow the ‘GLIDING’
signs to the gliding runways and look for the Sydney Gliding mobile operations centre.
Duration:
Flight duration is determined by the prevailing weather conditions and launch height. Approximate
duration for these experiences is 20-25min (3500ft) & 40-45min (Premium). However, due to the
nature of gliding flight times can vary from flight to flight.
Guidelines:
There is a strict 100 kg weight limit and all passengers will be weighed prior to flying.
You must be over 18 years of age to do this activity. No prior experience is necessary. All
passengers will be required to sign a waiver acknowledging they understand and accept the risks
associated with gliding.
Numbers:
Your briefing and flight will be one-on-one with an instructor, however spectators are welcome and
there will be club members and other passengers on the airfield at the same time particularly on
days with good weather.
Dress code:
Gliding is an outdoor sport so dress to the prevailing conditions. Pants or shorts and a shirt or t-shirt
and jumper are suitable along with sneakers or similar footwear. A hat, sunscreen and sunglasses
are recommended.
Extra info:
Sydney Gliding is a small and friendly not for profit gliding club. All our aircraft are maintained to the
highest standards and we pride ourselves on forty years of safe flying. Our pilots are fully qualified
instructors or charter pilots and we are accredited with the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA)
and the Gliding Federation of Australia (GFA). Gliding, as with all forms of flying has inherent
dangers and you will be required to sign a waiver prior to flying.

